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1
Student in a lab is unknowingly touching a lighted 

bunsen burner in the chemistry lab until his hand is 

pulled away by the TA. PE is notable for loss of pain 

and temperature sensation in the UEs bilaterally 

and mild hand muscle weakness. Diagnosis? 

Pathophysiology? Tracts? Diagnostic testing?



2
Nuchal rigidity in a recent immigrant presenting 

with hemoptysis and high fevers. There is marked 

“enhancement” at the base of the brain. Bug? 

Diagnostic testing? Findings on diagnostic testing? 

Treatment strategies (+ add on med)? 

Differentiating meningitis from encephalitis. 



3
Most common neurologic sequelae of meningitis in 

kids. Top 3 causes of meningitis in neonates. 

Treatment strategies. CSF studies in bacterial, viral, 

and fungal meningitis. CSF studies in a patient with 

symmetric ascending paralysis after a recent 

diarrheal infection (bloody). CSF studies in a 30 yo 

F with an afferent pupillary defect and other neuro 

findings. CSF with a ton of RBCs.



4
General treatment cocktail for bacterial meningitis. 

What should be added in the elderly, 

immunocompromised, or super young 

(infants/neonates)? CSF studies with normal 

glucose, slightly elevated protein, and a lymphocytic 

pleocytosis. Classic imaging and CSF findings in 

HSV meningitis OR encephalitis.



5
25 yo M presents with a T of 103, severe headache, 

and a 2 day history of profound LE muscle 

weakness. He was recently treated for Otitis Media. 

Dx/Testing/Tx? What is the bug that is classically 

associated with meningitis with MRI enhancement 

at “the base of the brain”? Tx?



6
35 yo zoologist is brought to the ED by ambulance 

after becoming unresponsive at home. He studies 

cave dwelling animals. Over the past 2 weeks he has 

resisted attempts by his parents to give him water 

or get him to the shower. Diagnosis? What would 

have prevented this? Pathognomonic histologic 

finding?



7
Bilateral acoustic neuromas. Syndromic association 

(dx, mechanism of inheritance, gene product, 

chromosome)? Involved cranial nerve? Classic 

brainstem location? Diagnostic testing?



8
Port wine stain + glaucoma + seizures + ID + tram 

track CT calcifications. Genetics? Is this disease 

heritable?



9
Restless legs syndrome. Classic presentation. 

Demographic. Associated CBC anomaly. Treatment 

strategies.



10
Carpal tunnel syndrome. Classic 

presentation/patient population. PE maneuvers to 

elicit symptoms. Stepwise treatment strategies (4)? 

What should be done to confirm the dx before 

pursuing surgery?


